GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA : : HYDERABAD

CIRCULAR MEMO

Sub: Technical Education - Summer Vacation for the AY 2019-20 & implementation of the Academic Calendar AY 2020-21 - Payment of remuneration to the Contract Lecturers for the AY 2019-20 - Certain Instructions - Issued.

2. G.O.Rt.No.53, Higher Education (TE) Department, dated:20-03-2018
3. G.O.Rt.No.222, Higher Education (TE) Department, dated:05-09-2018

***

In the reference 1st cited, the Academic Calendar for the AY 2020-21 for Diploma level institutions has been issued, wherein detailed schedule for summer vacation of Polytechnics for the AY 2019-20 has also been issued. In terms of the G.O.3rd cited, the Contract Lecturers may be paid the honorarium for a maximum period of 12 months in an Academic Year.

In this connection, it is to clarify that the Contract Lecturers engaged for the A.Y.2019-20 shall be paid the honorarium during the period of the online classes i.e. 16th April, 2020 to 7th May, 2020 only if they have taken online classes and there shall be a proportionate cut in their remuneration during the above period if they have not engaged all the above mentioned online classes. If no classes have been taken during the above period, they should be deemed to be not on duty from 16.3.2020 till 30.6.2020 (i.e. the reopening of the Polytechnics for examinations) and no honorarium needs to be paid for this period.

Further, the Contract Lecturers have to prepare video lectures and ppt e-lesson of their respective subjects @ one video lecture and ppt e-lesson per day / attend online FDPs during the Summer Vacation from 08.05.2020 to 31-07-2020 to the Principals of the respective Institutions, failing which their remuneration during the above period need not be paid.

Accordingly, the Principals/ OSDs of Government Polytechnics are hereby informed to take further necessary action and report compliance of the above instructions latest by 1st August, 2020.

The receipt of this Memo shall be acknowledged.
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The Principals/OSDs of all the Government Polytechnics in the State
The Secretary, SBTET, T.S., Hyderabad
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